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LET'S CLARIFY CONTENT. STARTING NOW.

Hello Lindsay,



Welcome to your first Content Clue. We’re talking email marketing. And
specifically: brand broadcasts.

Email marketing is so hot right now and it’s pretty clear why. It’s fast. It’s efficient.
And it’s reliable. Plus, message delivery is under your control – there’s not a
single algorithm messing with your efforts to build customer trust and rapport.

So, what’s a brand broadcast?
It’s a mass email that you send to your email subscribers to announce something.

How can you use one effectively?
Brand broadcasts are easy to send but take some thought to get them right.
Why? Because our own human nature influences us tell stories from our own
perspective. But generally speaking, what’s news to you isn’t necessarily news to
someone else.

So, to get your message across effectively it’s best to repurpose your news to
the recipient’s perspective. Make it relevant and valuable – to them.

Here’s an example:
Business: “Look at our new website!”

True. A new website is very exciting. It’s a huge investment in time, resources
and money. But it isn’t a reason alone for a customer to stop in their tracks and
check it out. Unless there’s a good and valuable reason for them to.

So, engage your customers with your news by making it relevant. Try drawing
their attention with a new feature that will benefit them.

Business: “Got a question but don’t have time to call? Use the instant chat
feature on our new website to get your questions answered instantly.”

It’s customer-led copy that delivers your business news.

Give it a try with your next brand broadcast and let me know how you go!

What's next?



Each Content Clue will hit your inbox towards the end of each month. That way,
you can read them by month end and apply the tip to the following month if you
like.

In the meantime, I'll send you a couple of emails over the next fortnight with a
little inspiration.

Happy creating,

www.lindsaysalmon.com

PS. Did you love this Content Clue?

If you have a sec, hit reply to tell me how it helped you.

Or share the love and forward this to a friend or colleague.

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/4zu23np9lwueh5p7lq5tx/p8heh9h9wgxg34fr/d3d3LmxpbmRzYXlzYWxtb24uY29t
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